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DESIGN OF AN ELIC'l'ROSTATIC DEFLECTOR 
i'OR fHE ION BEAM OF fHE 

OREGON SfAfE COLLEGE ClCwtRON 

DlTRODVCTION 

Particle accelerators mq be eithers ( 1) devices in which the 

particle receives all of 1ts energy in a single acceleration thrO\lgh 

a luge potential difference, ae in the case ot the X-ray tube, or 

( 2) devtces in whi.eh the particle gains 1ts energy in repeated 

accelerations through a series of small potential dit!erenees. The 

highest ener~J particles are attained by' the secOI'ld method and the 

cyclotron is the preeDd.nent machine of this t7Pe. 

The cyclotron is a prolific sOUl"ce of high energy ions that 

have found numerous uses in the production of radioisotopes and 

scientific investigation. The CJClotron was developed by Ernest o. 

Lawrence (131 PP• 19·35) of the Vniversit;y of California beginning in 

1930, who won the Iobel price in 1939 for his work in this .field. 

1'he high velocities of the particles in the cyclotron are 

attained b7 accelerations through a. relativel7 amall potential a 

number or times, rather than jut once through a high potential. 

The problem of high voltage insulation therefore is elilld.nated since 

the voltages used need not be excessive. Between the poles of a 

large electl'amagnet is located a vacuum chamber containing the two 

semi-circular, flat, hollow electrodes. These electrodes are called 

dees .t'r011 their rese111.blance to the letter D. Positively charged ions 

are formed in the center at the vacuum chamber between the dees. 
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l\hen one electrode is positiTely charged and the other eleetrcd is 

negatiTely charged, the ion will be accelerated tOward the negatiTe 

electrode. llier the ion passes inside the hollow electrode it is no 

langer affected by the electric field. HoweTer, the ion is alwa7s 

acted upon by the magnetic field which cauaes it to mcwe in a circular 

path. Aftell' the particle hu ccapleted a halt eiJ"cle it 11 again 

between the two electrtdee. It the halt period or the altema.ting 

radio frequency petential applied to the dees is the siDle as the time 

necesaary tar the ion to travel thia halt circle\ the polarit7 of the 

deea will haTe changed so that the particle is again approaching a 

negat1Te eleetrode, and hence is accelerated to a higher Telocit,-. 

The positive ion path will nov haTe a larger radius aa it follows its 

circular path in the magnetic field. 'fhis process will continue. The 

ion will gain in veloeity every time it crossee the gap between the 

dees, and will spiral out11fl.l"Cl with an eyer-increasing radius of eun-a• 

tve. If the &Terage Toltage between the dees is 75,000 volts when 

the ion crosses the gap 100 times (in SO revolutions}, the ian's velo

city wl.ll be as if it had fallen thl"ou.gh a ainaJ..e potential difference 

ot 1, SOO, 000 volts. 'l'he dees are enclosed in a vacuum chamber so that 

the ion may travel without colliding vith other atCIIlS. For deuterone 

tor the polarity or the accelerating voltage to change every time the 

ion croaaee the gap, the accelerating potential must have a frequency 

or about 10, .500, 000 C7Cles per second, at a magnetic induction ot 

14,000 gauss. Excellent deecriptiona ot the c;yelotron have been 

1 The angular frequency or an ion in a constant magnetic field is 
constant. 

http:thl"ou.gh
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given by FremU.n ani Gooden (4, pp. 295-348), by Livingston (17, pp. 

128-14? ard 18, PP• 269-315) and b)rMatul (20, pp. 125-136, and 21). 

To make the mui11Ulll use of the intense beam or energetic ions, 

it may be possible to use an internal target2• Since a 7.5 Mev 

(million electron volt) bea.Jil mar cOJ'l.O•ntrate as JllUCh u 4, 000 watt• 

ot power on an area o.nl7 a tew Millimeters square, interu.l target 

matertala mu.st be lbdted to those non-volatUe aubstanQes possessing 

a high heat conductirtt;y so that they are capable ot being adeq.uate]¥ 

cooled by a water cooled rotating support. There are many problema 

involved with the use of internal ta:rgeta because ot the high 

intenaity or the beam. 

'l'he beam mar be brought outside the cyclotron through a thin 

metal toil window where, due to the naturu spreading ot the beam, 

a less intense beam is available. Targets that must be cooled by a 

stream of inert gas because ot their poor heat conductivity mq now 

be irradlated. Liquids and gases, ani materials which ~ spatter cr 

otherwise contud.na.te the vac.\I.Wil chamber Jt1S.1 be also used as targets 

1dth an external beam.. An ex:ternal beam may be used in experiments 

requiring a linear beam, or the absence of the strong magnetic field 

in the Pegion o1 the cyclotron. Twenty to thirty per cent of the 

polltive ions ma;y be deflected .t:rom their circular path 1n the 

magnetic field onto an ezterul target by means of an eleetrtc field 

perpelXiloular to the Lorentz magnetic toree. This elect.rt..e field is 

produced by a meehan18Bl called the •deflector". 

2 Probe currents or 12 Mev deuterons as large ae 1 milliampere have 
been observed in the MIT cyclotron (17, p • 129) • 

I 

http:elect.rt
http:contud.na.te
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It is the purpose of this theais to propose a design of an 

electrostatic deflector tor the Oregon State College cyclotron. 

There are two general classes of eleetroetatic deflector•• 

(1) devices on which the applied voltage is D.C. {~irect £urrent) 

only, and (2) devices on which the deflecting potential is a sum or 

the instantaneous R.F. {!adio _trequenoy) voltage on the dee and the 

constant D.C. voltage applied. 

The D.c. deflector, illustrated in Figure 1, allowa complete 

control aver the deflecting potential that is independent ot the 

phase of the circulating ions. Also no capacitance is added to the 

dee system by the deflector. This is important so that a large part 

of the R.F. power input to the dees will not be lost through the 

de.tlector ani so that it will not unbalance the tuned circuit ot the 

dee R.F. power supply in systems using a master .oscillator wher this 

JIUl7 be important. Installations where a D.C. deflector was e111ployed 

have been the first University or Oalifcrnia cyclotroo described by 

Lawrence and Livingston {1.3, pp. 19-3$}, the MI1' cyclotron described 

by Livingston (17, pp. 128-147), and the Birmingham University 

cyclotron described by Fremlin and Gooden (4, pp. 307-309). 

However, there are many disadvantages with a D.C. deflector. 

Extremely high potentials are required to pull the ions awq from the 

magnetic field which tends to hold them in a circular path. Because 

it is necessary to ahield the D.C. deflector from the R.F. power 

supply to the dees, the deflector support must be run through the dee 

stem. Mechanical adjustment of the deflector, which ma7 be internally 
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located in one or the dees in some installation~, is therefore 

di.tticult. 

Many recent cyclotron designs are using the R.F. deflector, 

which eliminate• some of the problema associated with the D.C. 

deflector. The R.F. deflector utilizes the high R.F. potentials 

existing on the dee a to deflect the ion beam. In a1tuations where 

this potential is insufficient to defiect the beam as desired the 

difference between the average deflecting tield from the dee voltage 

and the necessary deflecting field, may be supplied bJ a relatively 

low D.C. potential. 

The R.F. deflector is a strip or metal extending ewer an arc ot 

60 to 90 degrees that forma one aide or the deflecting channel. The 

edge o.t the dee is built out w1th a strip or metal to .tom the other 

side or the deflector channel. (Rater to Figure 2.) The channel is 

the reglon throughVd.ch the ions pass and in which the electrostatic 

field is formed. At the entrance to the channel there is a strip or 

metal in the edge or the dee called the septum. 

The use or the instantaneous voltage on the dee to produce a 

deflecting field is possible by connecting the deflector through a 

large condenser to ground. Adjustment of the deflecting field ma7 be 

made simply bf altering the deflector spacing, and by varying the 

potential applied to the defiectorJ this is an important advantage or 

the R.F. deflector as compared to the D.C. deflector. 

Installation~ not using a self-excited oscillator tar the dee 

power supplf mar compensate tor the capacitance of the deflector, 

http:throughVd.ch
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that may- unbalance the R.F. tank circut, by the addition of a strip 

of metal vith the same eapacitance as the detlectOI" to the other dee. 

!he use of an R.F. deflector requires more power input to the dees 

than a machine of similar sise with a D.C. defiector. 
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CHANNEL tliDTH CONSIDERATIONS 

The .farce on an ion of mass m, with charge q, mortng 14th 

velocity v in a plane perpendicular to a uniform magnetic field will 

be perpendicular to the ian's d.irecticn and to the magnetic induction 

B. Therefcre, the force cannot change the magnitude of the velocity, 

but only its direction and will be a centripetal force that produces 

a motion in a circular path of radius R. This can be l!trltten in 

gaussian units by dividing electr.agnetic terms containing q by c, 

vbich has the magnitude of the velocity ot light, thus 

2 . B 
(1) , ·7 

.As the ion is being acoelerated, it 'W'ill trace out a spiral path. 

Every time the ion gains velocity as it JUkes a :revolution in the 

aachine, the radius of its path will increase by an increaent dR. As 

a grocrup of these ians is nearing the erlt radius (the radius at which. 

the ions are w.l.th<iPawn frCJifl the cyclotron through the deflector 

channel) they will fellow a path not unlike the grocwes on a phono

graph record (see Figure 5)J ions in adjacent orbits differ in both 

energy by an Utou.nt dW and radius by an amount dR. The Yidth of the 

ion beam i1 comparable to the distance between turns dR and the 

entrance to the deflector channel should be COIIlparable in 1d.dth to 

the width of the be&lll. 

The quantity dR can be eTaluated using equation ( 1) an1 a know

ledge of exit radius values ot the quantities 1nvolT8d in the final 
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torm of dR. Writing equation ( 1) again 

(1) 

and multiplying both sides by R/v, the momentum p or the ion is 

obtained as 

(2) 

The kinetic energy W can be expressed, using the m011entUJ1, as 

(3) 

!'o ti.nd the separation between the last ion path and the next to the 

last ion path, equation ( 3) is differentiated with respect to R, 

obtaining 

Dividing equation (4) by equation (3), 

dW 2dR{5) -w·-r. 

3 In the case ot deuterons at an energy or 7.$ MeT the classical 
· formula used here results in an error of only ~ per cent (as 

canpared with the correct relativistic form.ula-r: . 
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Multipl7ing equation (.S) by' R/2, dR is found to be proportional to the 

ratio or the change in energy ot the ion during the last revolution 

dW, to the total energy W, and proporticmal to the exit radiua, or 

(6) 

The maximum value possible for dR can be obtained by' assuming 

that the ions cross the gap between the deee when the potential 

difference is the muimum applied, or 100,000 volts. Since thq 

cross the gap twice in one revolution,. the value at dW will be 

0.2 Mev. It the total ener&r of the ions at a radius ot 16 inches 

(in a magnetic field of 14,000 gauaa) is 7.$ Mev, dR would be 

0.2 Mev )( 7) dR • 2 ( 7.g Rev} (16 inches, 

• 0.213 inch. 

Thue, if the separation between the septum and the deflector is 

0.21 inch, a beam ot the maximum width expected at the exit radius 

could enter the deflector • 

.Actuall,- there are other considerationa that enter into the 

evaluation of the deflector spacing. At the 16 inch radius, the ions 

cross the gap between the dees when the potential difference is much 

less than 100,000 volts (the ions are said to be out of "phase" with 

the dee suppl,- voltage). This condition will be discussed in mare 
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detail in the next section; however, it is sutticient to note at this 

time that this condition or the ions being out ot phase will not 

cauae the value that was deterllined to be the ma.x1aum separation 

between ion orbits to be larger than the ealcul.ated value. 

A 1econd conaideration is the realisation that the ions at the 

16 inch radius will probabl7 not all have the aame energy. It at a 

given instant the R.F. voltage on the dees is not constant along the 

edge, or if the magnetic field has ad.lauthal variation, the center 

about which the poeitive ions move may itself move along a line or a 

curve. Just how much this will atteet the energy distribution in the 

deflected beG will have to be determined when the cyclotron ia in 

operation. However, the spread in the energy of the 21 Mev emergent 

beam from the cyclotron or the University at Washington is approx

imately one Mev as reported by Harlow (6, P• .39). It mq be possible 

tor ions with quite a spread in energy to enter the channel with a 

0.21 inch aeparation at the septum, but due to the tact that thia 

beam will spread, the channel will have to be wider at 1ts e:xi t than 

where the ions pass the sept'Wil edge. 

The spreading or the beam, because of the inhomogeniety ot 

energy in the beam enterl.ng the channel, is the reeult of ions vith 

different energies traveling w1th different radii in the magnetic 

field. The ions with a higher energ will travel in a straighter 

path. Another cause ot the bea11 spreading in the channel is that the 

magnetic field is falling ott rapidly in the reglan ot the deflector, 

so that the iane in the outer part of the finite e:xit beam are in a 

http:enterl.ng
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lesser field than those ions on the inside and therefore the outer 

ions will travel in a straighter path. 

Intormation trom descriptions ot the spreading ot deflector 

channels in other crclotrons indicates that tor a deflector extending 

aver an arc of 60 degrees, the spacing at the exit should be approx• 

imately twice the spacing at the sept~ and tor a deflector 

subtending 90 degrees, this should be increased to about three times 

the spacing at the septum. This observation is supported by the 

recommendation made by K'n.ger, et al ,, ( 11, p. .3.35) •. A method of 

finding a !unction describing the changing defiector spacing similar 

to that shown by Neher (24, p. 28) will now be given. 

!he icms will follow approximately a circular path whUe 

traveling through the channel, a tact that will be conti.rJRed attar 

the path of the ions through the channel and out of the vacuum 

chamber is plotted. !his will allow the deflector to have the shape 

of a segment of a circle, wbich is convenient to construct. A def

lector channel spreading at the erlt to twice the channel width at 

the septum may be considered as being bounded 'b7 two arcs of circles 

at slightly different r-.dU. (Figure .3). s, the deflector spacing, 

will be a function of a. The construction in Figure 3 is for the 

purpose or determining the function t(a). 

Let the distance between the centers of the tvo circles with 

centers at 0 and 0 1 , be represented by a, so that 
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6oo 

FIGURE 3• 

DIAGRAM USED TO DETERMINE CHANNEL SPACING FUNCTION 
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Expanding the second term on the right hand side of the equation and 

also noticing that cos f3 is equivalent to cos (180 ... a) which in turn 

is equal to - cos a, 

2 • 2(9) r a + r 2 + 2 r S + s2 + 2 a r 1 cos a
2 1 1 

+ 2 a S co• a 

Using the quadratic formula, equation (9) can be solved for s, 

Since the radii involved are much larger than the distance a, the 

distance between the centere of the circle•, a good approximation 

can be made by disregarding the term containing a2 underneath the 

radical sign.4 Using the solution 1d.th the plue sign, S can be 

expressed as 

(11) S • r - - a cos a2 r 1 

For example the values in equation ( 11) ot a, r 1, and r for the case2 

ot the 60 degree deflector with a channel spreading tr0111 0.21 i:n.ch at 

the septum to 0.42 :lnch at the exit, can be evaluated by considering 

4 1'his amounts to an error of less than 1/4 of one per cent. 
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a,- 0 s, - 0.21" 

a2 • 6Q• o.42"s2 

Substituting these values in equation ( 11) and rearranging the 

reaults slightly, 

{12) r - r 1 • 0.21" + a2 

r 2 • r 1 • 0.42" + a/2 

Solving the equations in ( 12) the value ot a is determined as 0.42 

inch, and r .. r is 0.63 inch. Substituting these values in
2 1 

equation { 1 1 ) , 

{13) S • 0.63 - 0.42 cos a, {inches) 
• 

the function S representing the variation of the deflector spacing, 

is determined. It different deflector spacings are used, a new 

fUnction describing the changing deflector width rnq be determined by 

aubstituting the new values in {11) and following the same procedure. 
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Below, the detlector is diTided into 10 degree eepente and the 

channel width S is tabulated for each 10 degree segment. 

a S (em.) 

0 

10 

20 

30 

40 

50 

60 

70 

80 

90 

0.5.34 

.$$9 

.61() 

.686 

.813 

.915 

1.068 

1.237 

1.417 

1.602 

Table 1 

CHANNEL SPACING 
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THE DEFLECTIIG FIELD 

Ion detlection is largely dependent upon the instantaneous value 

ot the R.F. voltage on the dee when the ion is entering the channel. 

The R.F. component or the deflecting field at that time is dependent 

upon the phase of the ion. 'l'he phase of the ion describes the 

difference between the time the accelerating voltage on the dee is at 

its maxi.lmlm value and the time the ion crosses the center of the dee 

gap • .$ It determines the .fraction of the dee voltage that is 

available to the ion for energy gain as the ion crosses the acceler

ating gap between the dees. 

The phase of the ion varies as the ion is accelerated to its 

final energy and will result in the ions arriving at the target in 

pulses. To show that the phase angle will vary it is necessary to 

examine equation (1). Rewriting it here for convenience, 

( 1) mv 2 .!!! 
R c ' 

both sides of the equation are dirtded by mv, obtaining 

~ - !!s • 
" em 

5 An ion crossing the dee gap when the voltage on the dees is at its 
li18Jiimum Talue will have a phase angle o! 90 degrees. An ion vith a 
phase angle of 180 degrees will undergo no acceleration as it crosses 
between the dees, and with a phase angle of 181 degrees the ion will 
undergo dec leration. 
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The angular velocity oo with which the ion travels in its orbit in the 

cyclotron is equal to v/R. Thus 

It is apparent that the ion will travel with an angular velocity 

determined by the instantaneous values of the terms in the right 

hand side of the eq.uation for oo. In the previous section it was 

observed that the relativistie change in mass at the deuteron energy 

of 7.5 Mev was negligible so that the term q/m will be substantially 

constant. However, the magnetic field in the cyclotron is not 

strictly constant. FrGl'lt the center or the field out to the exit 

radius, the magnetic field decreases by 2 to 3 per cent. Thus the ion 

will travel with a slightly greater angular velocity at the center of 

· the cyolotron than it will at the edge (2, p. 60). 

On the other hand, the dee voltage frequency is very nearly 

constant, being determined by the inductance and capacitance of the 

dee system. The result of this is that the angular frequency of the 

ion w111 not be in phase with the voltage applied to the dee at all 

times. At the entrance to the channel the ion will lag behind in 

phase with the dee voltage, (i.e. have a phase angle greater than 

90 degrees). Harlow (6, p. 26) estimates that the maximum phase 

angle for the ion beam o:r the University o:r Washington cyclotron is 

about 170 degrees. Neher ( 24, p. 8) reported in a letter to Kruger 

that a maximum phase angle of 170 degrees had been measured in the 



pre-1949 60-inch eyelotron at the University or California, for an 

ion pulse extending over an arc ot 40 degrees. (The mean icn is 

located in the portion of the ion pulse containing the maximum number 

or ions. In a beam w1 th a pulse ot ions covering a 40 degree arc, 

and with a max1JmDn phase angle or 170 degrees, the mean ion will have 

a phase angle of 150 degrees.) 

The phase of the ion is important in its deflection .trom 

another consideration. Ions with large phase angles up to 175 degrees 

will be deflected more because they are in a slightly higher average 

deflecting field. Ions with smaller phase angles will be deflected 

less. For this reason, ions vith phase angles between 150 and 175 

degreee will have to have less energy to pass through the channel 

than ions with phase angles less than 150 degrees. In contradiction 

to this tact is that, those icns w1th higher energi.es will travel 

around the cyclotron mare ttaes than ione with less eneru, and eo 

they will have a larger phase angle. The reiNlt or this is that the 

deflector will eDibit the etfect shown by mass epectrCBileters, 1 .e. 

the deflector will be selective to energy. For this reason, the 

energy distribution ot the 1cms at the target due to phase should 

be small. 

Figure 4 is a section of the vacuum chamber and dees at the 

median plane. The ion beam, in leaving the cyclotron, must pass 

through the two pointsa ( 1) the entrance to the deflector channel, 

and ( 2) the point previousl7 determined for the ion beam to leave 

the vacuum chamber. 

http:energi.es
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The choice of the first point, the entrance to the channel, is 

dependent upon the following considerations• (a} limitations i.mposed 

upon the plac8111ent of the entrance to the channel because of the 

connection of the dee stem to the dee, and (b) the voltage deai:r-ed 

on the denector, which depends upon the azimuthal location ot the 

detlector. The construction of the dees may limit the position of 

the entrance to the channel to an angle greater than 80 or 90 degrees 

past the dee edge. 

The azimuthal location ot the deflector can be varied to change 

the average voltage on the deflector. The max:bl\Dil voltage on the 

detlector occurs, for an ion vith a phase angle of 170 degrees, when 

the ion is 100 degrees past the dee edge. Fer an ion with a phase 

angle of 150 degrees, the maxi.DJ.UJil voltage on the deflector will occur 

when the ion has traveled 120 degrees past the dee gap. To obtain 

the m.ax1mum defiecting field trCIIl the voltage applied to the dees, the 

entrance of the channel should be located at the position of the mean 

ion when the dee voltage is maximum. 

Inspection of Figure 4 wUl. indicate that the ion beam must 

leave the vacuum chamber at a point as near to the corner as 

convenient so that use may be made of the maximum available space 

between the beam and the magnetizing-coil cooling-air duct tor 

equipment. !he deflecting field MUst be strong enough to pull the 

ions out to this point. 

When the ion enters the channel, it is affected by the force 

from the magnetic field. The effect of the electrostatic farce on 
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2.3 

the ion ie that the radius of the path of the ian is increased. 

Inatantaneousl:r the ion has not had \Ute to move alone 1ta new path 

so that its new radius must be along the line ot the ion path's 

radius before it entered the deflector, i.e. its new radius must pass 

through the center or CU!"Tature or the old path. It the electrostatic 

defiecting field vas constant the ion would more along the arc 

described by' the new radius. However, the voltage on the deflector 

changes as the ion passes along ita length, so that the farce on the 

ion is not constant; also, the ion now moves through a decreasing 

magnetic field. !he radius or CU!"Tature is therefore continuall7 

changing and it is necese&r7 to ccapute the radius ot curvature at 

succeedve intervals throughout the channel. 'lhe determination ot 

the field neceaaa17 to bring the ion out or the cyclotron will now be 

discused, and the CCIIlpUtation Of the path of the ion frOJil the 

cyclotron will be done in the next section. 

When the ion enters the deflecting channel, it feels an electric 

force Eq, as well as the magnetic torce upon it. It this force is in 

the plane ot motion, the cyclotron equation ( 1) is modified to include 

this additional force. The equation of motion becomes the Lorentz 

equation, 

where R is the instantaneous radius of the ion as it enters the1 

channel. How it will be necees11r7 to distinguish between the radius R 



that occm"e as a variable, e.g. equation (1 ), the exit radius R , a 
0 

constant that ie the distance rrca the entrance or the deflector to 

the center or the cyclotron magnet, and the radii R
1
, R

2
, R ••• ,

3 
a.,, which are the instantaneous radii or the mean ion at points, 

differing by an arc of 10 degrees within the channel. 

From equation ( 14) 

This may be rewritten in terms ot the ld..netic energy ot the ion W, 

by letting 

and substituting for v in equation (15), 

(17) v- V¥ ' . 
Making this substitution, 

(18) E-1 [Bq ., fE. .1:!. J . 
q Vmc2 R

1 

The kinetic energy or the ion at 8ll7 radius, R, is given in equation 

(J). At the exit radius R , the kinetic energy is found to be 
0 



2S 

(19} 
' 

wh re B is the magnetic induction at the detl tor entrance. E can 
0 

be expreaeed in exit radius cendit1one as 

. (20) 

2 2B B q R R - B q R
E• o o 1 o o( 21) •2R m c 

1 

'rhia may be reduced to a simpler torm by d1vlding both nUlller&tor and 

denamS.nator b7 

(22) B 2 qR R 
0 1 0 ' 

obtaining, 

[ ~-~ J 
(23) E• • 

:mc2 

B 2 q R
0 0 



0 
Evaluating equation (2.3) at the entrance to the defieetor (B • B ), 

B 2 qR
0 0 

•2me 

For deuterons with a kinetic energy of 7.5 Mevt 

10e • .3 x 10 centimeters per second, 

:B • 1.3, 870 gause,
0 

q • 4.8 x 10-10 stat coulomb 

R • 16 inches,
0 

and E will be in electrostatic volts per centimeter. 

( etatvolts per centimeter). 

The direction ot R1 is already lalown since R1, th radius of 

curvature as the ion enters the deflector, will be along the line 
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of the pre-entrance radius. The magnit'IXle of R1 can be estimated 

rough17 from the seale diagram in Figure 5. Placing the piTot point 

of' a compass on the line of' R1 at such a point that the pencil will 

swing through the entrance to the deflector channel and the point of 

the ion exit tran the vac\l'Um chamber1 the distance is measured 

between the deflector entrance and the pivot point with a scale. 

This value of R in equation (26) will give the approximate magnitude 1 

ot the deflecting field necessar,. to start the ion on its path tram 

the cyclotron. 

Table { 2) hu been tabulated listing the appro.rlJI.ate static 

deflecting field necess&r)" to deflect the mean ion at various phase 

angles tor different positiona ot the entrance to the deflector 

channel. The estimated instantaneous radius of the mean ion ae it 

enters the defiector and the D.O. voltage necessary to produce the 

electrostatic defiecting field is also listed. Since the radius of' 

the ion as it enters the channel is estiuted by considering the 

total ion path instead of just the path in the ohannel1 the resulting 

values f'ar the D.c. bias ma7 be oonsiderabl7 higher than the actual 

value. The purpose of' the table ts to serve as a rough guide to use 

in the process Of "sighting intt the deflector. The Tal.UeS in the 

table u7 be larger than needed by' 10,000 volts. 
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Scale 
1.0 inch • 0.12S inCh 
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VaCUlUil Cbambe~ 
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Deflector 
Cbannel here 
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Vacuum Chamber 

..__.___--~~'""'~ here 
1n the Vaouum 
:hamber 

Figure S. 

Scale diagrUl ot vacuum chamber and dee s. 
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phase 
angle 

~ 
degrees 

160. 

150. 

140. 

deflector 
entrance 

Q 
degrees 

70. 

80 

90 

70. 
80 

90 

70. 
80 

90 

ion 
radius 

R1 
inches 

20.8 
21 •.3 
22.2 

20.8 
21.3 
22.2 

20.8 
21.3 
22.2 

defiecting 
field 

E 

( statvol.ts) 
em 

298 
311 
348 

298 
311 
348 

298 
311 

348 

APPROXIMATE VALUIS OF THE RADIUS OF CURVATURE 

OF THE ION PATH AT THE ENTRANCE TO THE CHANNEL 

Table 2 

deflector 
bias 

VDC 

volts 

7,400 
6,800 
7,800 

13,600 

11,700 
12,500 

20,700 
17,900 
17,400 
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The defiecting field E, 1411 be a function 1(9, t) of the angular 

distance mOYed in the deflector channel e, tor a deflector channel of 

vaeying width, and ot t tor a time dependent voltap on the dees. 

The deflecting Yoltage is composed or the voltage on the dee 

V sin ((&)t +,- n), and the D.C. bias voltage v00, added to make up 
0 

the difference between the instantaneous dee voltage and the voltage 

required to produce E. The deflecting voltage V is thu 

where ro is the angular frequency of the dee Toltage and t is the 

time spent in the detlector • !he time dependence may be elind.nated 

since 

(28) rot - 8 • 

e is tm angle past the center of the dee gap, and ~is the phase 

angle of the ion. 'the deflecting field is 

sin ( e + ~ - n)v00 + v 
(29) E • o 

.300 s 

and S ta the detleeter channel v!dth flmction frst equation (14) with 

a: replaced by (e - •/2), am converted to centimeters. Similar 

forma of the deflecting tleld are given in (6, P• 28) and (24, p. 18). 
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The value of the D.C. voltage on the deflector is determ:lned by 

establishing the deflecting field E, necessary to remove the ion trcm 

the vacuum chamber from Table 2, or w1th equation ( 26) • th a gl.ven 

ion phase ~~ and a given angle ;, substitutione Jll&7 be made in 

equation (29), and the value ot v00 neeessar,- to produce E determ!.ned 

when V • SO,OOO volts. 
0 
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CALCULATION OF THE PATH OF THE ION 

The Lorentz equation (14) describes the forces acting on an ion 

in the deflector channel. Rewriting it here for convenience, 

The calculation of the path or the ion involves the instantaneous ion 

path radius Ri, not the distance R from the center or the cyclotron 

magnet, which may not even lie along the same line. Because the 

forces on the ion in the channel are continuously changing, an exact 

plot of the ion path cannot be made and approximations are appropriate. 

It is convenient to divide the path in 10 degree segments, and compute 

tor each segment an R from the information gained from evaluating the
1 

instantaneous radius of the previous segment. The error involved here 

is small and will be discussed in detail later. As large a change of 

the instantaneous radius as $% will result in a change in the path of 

the ion, with respect to the center or the cyclotron, of only a 

fraction of a per cent. 

The steps necessary to obtain equation (2.3) 

2 
B RJ B qR

<.31 > E - [ r - r o 2 o 
o i me 

were described in the pre?iou.s section. Solving for R1, and using the 

calculation for the constant term from equation (26), 
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R 
(32) R • o 

i ~ • 8 X 10'"'4 E 
0 

A step b,y step computation for each segment of the deflector may 

be made using tbie formula. An instantaneous radius is computed tor 

each segment and thereby, a plot can be made of the path of the ions 

frem the cyclotron. 

The values or B to use in equation (32) are obtained frc:w the two 

graphs 1n Figures 6 and 7.6 The first graph covers the range of the 

radius in which the deflector is located, and in which the value of 

the magnetic induction may be determined quite accurately. The second 

graph contains the data plotted on the first graph on a smaller scale 

and is extrapolated over the region frcm 19 inches to 22 inches. 

(No data hu been taken for this region yet.) The extrapolation in 

this region was made by taking the tangent to the curve at the radius 

for which the last measurement or the magnetic induction was made. 

This extrapolation gives the ma.x1mulll magnetic induction tor the 

cyclotron magnet that can be expected for this range or the radius. 

It can be CCillpared w.l.th the complete plots of magnetic fields 1n the 

notes obtained by Gallop ( S, pp. 5, 40, 52) and the plot ot the 

University of California 60 inch cyclotron magnet (24, P• 14). The 

values of the magnetic induction obtained in the region of the 

6 The information for these graphs was obtained from the data taken 
from the measurements made on the cyclotron magnet by D. B. Nicodemus 
and D. J. Bates. 
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extrapolation allow the computation of the approximate path of the 

ion frCill. the vacuum chamber. 'l'his appro:ximation is fairly accurate 

since the results from using the probable values for the magnetic 

induction instead or the extrapolated values has very little effect 

in changing the radius of curvature in this range. The error 

involved trom using the extt"apolated values will be that the ion beam 

will be brought out slightly further than calculated. This may be 

corrected e:xperimentally when the cyclotron is in operation by 

decreasing the value or the D.C. bias applied to the deflector. 

The values of (8 x 10 .. 4 E) used in equation (32) .tor the 

following calculations are listed in 'Table ). These are computed 

from equation ( 29) at 10 degree intervals in the deflector channel. 

Given a value of ~, and locating the detlector entrance at 70, 80, or 

90 degrees past the gap between the dees, a value of VDC can be 

determined from Table 2. The values or E are then determined, starting 

at the entrance and using the value or s for this position frcm 

'fable 1, and continuing the computation every ten degrees along the 

length of the deflector. 

, 
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I 

VALUES 01 8 x 10•4 E 

8 
degrees 

90 

100 

110 

120 

1.30 

140 

150 

B X 10...4 E 

0.266 

0.271 

0.2$6 

0.233 

0.194 

0.166 

0" 1.3.3 

For path plotted in 
Figures 8, 

8 
degrees 

90 
100 

110 

120 

130 

140 

150 

1.3 

8 X 10..,4 E 

0.,316 

O.Jl9 

0.302 

0 .. 299 

0.227 

0.195 

0.181 

Por path plotted in 
Figure 10 

e 
degrees 

60 

90 

100 

110 

120 

130 

140 

8 x 10•4 E 

0 ..191 

0.206 

0.20.5 

0.191 

0.164 

0.143 

0.117 

For path plotted in 
Figure 9 

eJ degrees 

80 

90 
100 

110 

120 

130 

140 

8 X 10•4 E 

0.271 

0.271 

0.2.58 

0.233 

0.194 

0.165 

0.1.3) 

For path plotted in 
Figure 11 

Table 3 
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9
H degt>ees 

90 

100 

110 

120 
1)0 

140 

150 

8 X 10""4 E 

0.)20 

0.)10 

0.281 

0.240 

0.191 

0.155 

0,162 

For path plotted in 
Figure 12 

Table 3 (Continued) 
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The procedure used to plot the path o! an ion, w1th a phase 

angle of 1'0 degrees and entering the channel 90 degrees past the dee 

gap, will now be followed. In Table 2, the approximate value or the 

D.C. biae needed to bring the ion beam out at a point just south of 

the supporting post is listed as 12, '00 volta. A bias of slightly 

less than this or 10, 000 volts will be added to a deflector extending 

O'Te.F an arc of 60 degrees. 

On the scale drawing or the dees and vacU\Dl chamber, (Figure 8) 

the center or the cyclotron magnet is located, and the arc frca the 

entrance or the channel to the exit tr0111 the vacUlDit chamber is 

divided into 10 degree eepents. (In Figure 8, these 10 degree 

di'Visions are denoted by small cU"cles just above the ion path.) 

From the graph in Figure 6 the values of B are obtained; trc::a. Table 3, 

values of 8 x 10 .. 4 E are obtained. Since the definition of B is the 
0 

value of the magnetic in:iuction at the exit radius, the initial value 

of B/B
0 

is 1. These values in equation (32) give 

16.00(33) R
1 - 1 - 6.2U 

(34) R1 • 21.8 inches 

A point along a line through the entrance to the channel and the 

center of the cyclotron, (line A-A' in Figure 8) is located a distance 

R or 21.8 inches trom the path of the ion as it enters the channel. 1 
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A 10 degree arc is constructed about this point starting at the 

entrance to the de.tlector chan:nel. The distance R (fl'om the center 

of the cyclotron magnet out to th.e ion path) ie measured at the end 

of the first 10 degree segment, i.e_. 10 degrees past the entrance to 

the channel. This valu.e of a is used in the graph in Figure 6 to 

determine the value of the magnetic induction at the location or the 

ion path. In Table 3 the value of E at 100 degrees is obtained. 

Substituting these values in equation (.32), 

( r') R 16.003/ 2-0.729 , 

(36) R2 • 22.0 inches • 

The center or the .next 10 degree arc is located at a point 

22.0 inches trom. the ion path, alang a line through the end of the 

first segment (the tOO degree d1vision) and its center of curvature 

(point B). ('l'his is along line B-B• 1n Figure 8.) After constructing 

this arc, the distance R is measured !rom the center of the magnet to 

the ion path at the 110 degree division. The value or B from 

Figure 6 and the value of E listed tor 110 degrees in fable 3 are 

put in equation (32) to obtain 

(37) R • 16 .00 
3 ~ 5:;;g _0.258 , 
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¢ = 150° 

VDC - 10,000 VOLTS 
IONS 

ENTERI CHANNEL 

~~~~~~ 

\ 

FIGURE 8. 
CONSTRUCTION OF THE ION PATH 
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(38) R • 16.oo 
3 o.998 - o.2s8 

(39) R - 21.6 inches •3 

The same process used a'bove is used to determine the location o! the 

center of the next 10 degree arc. 

At 120 degrees, the distance !ran the ion path to the center of 

the cyclotron (R) was measured as 16.6 inches. The value for B 

determined from Figure 6 ie 13,660 Gauss, which gives a B/B ratio of
0 

0.985. Substituting this ratio and the value !rom Table 3 at 120 

degrees or 0.233~ in equation (32) gives 

(hO) R 16.00
4 - 0.965 - 0.233 , 

(4t) R • 21.3 inches.4 

A point 21.3 inches is meuured back from the ion path at the 120 

degree mark along line D..D • • This is the center ot curvature or the 

se~PD!'nt of the ion path .from 120 degrees to 130 degrees. 

The values tor the radii of curvature of the ion in the rest of 

the channel have been computed am are lJ.sted in Table 4. The 

procedure ueed to find them is the same as ueed to find the radii 

above. 
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Outside the defiector cha.Jmel, the path of the ion may be 

plotted further. The value o! R measured at 160 degrees is 19.1 

inches. This gives a value for B as read floom the extrapolated 

portion of the curve in Figure 7, of 10,900 gauss, and a B/B ratio 
0 

of 0.787. Now, since there is no deflecting field, the term 

involving E in equation (J2) drops out leaving 

(43) a8 • 20.3 inches • 

The procedure used in locating the center or cwvature is the 

same as abare, and should be followed unttl the ion is out of the 

vacuum chamber. 

Figure 9 shows the construction lines for plotting the path 

ot an ion whose phase is 1$0 degrees. No D.C. voltage is needed to 

bring the beam out of the vacuum chamber when the entrance of the 

channel is at 60 degrees past the dee gap. The segments of the path 

between 90 degrees and 120 degrees have the same radius ot curvature 

as do the two segments between 120 degrees and 140 degzoees. 

The ion path that has been plotted w!ll elosely approximate the 

exact path the ion will follow in the channel. Errors oecuri.ng in 

the computatign of the first two or three radii of curvature will 

have a greater effect on the results than the same error made at the 

end of the deflector. However, the use or moderate care in making 

http:oecuri.ng
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FIGURE 9. 

CONSTRUCTION OF THE ION PATH 
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the CCIIlputations will assure results accurate enough for all practical 

applications. Even relatively large errors in the cotnponent.s of 

equation (.32) have little e.tfect on the magnitude of the radius of 

curvature, and hence the path of the ion. Evidence of this may be 

seen in the calculation Of the approximate center of curvature for 

the deflector, 

In the construction or the sides of the deflecting channel, it 

would be :more convenient to bend the deflector, on one side of the 

deflecting channel, 81'1d the back side ot the dee on the other side, 

to the shape or a eegment of a circle, than to a segment or the 

epiral path ot the ion. It will now be shown. that the path of the 

ion close~y approximates a segment or a circle in the 60 degree arc 

ot the deflecting cha..nnel, so the cireular approximation will be 

quite accurate. 

In Figure 10, the radial lines intersecting the ion path at 90, 

110, 1.30, and 150 degrees have been marked as A, B, c, and D respec

tively. Perpendicular bisectors of cords intersecting the ion path 

at A...C and B...D are constructed. The point at which these two 

bisectors intereect is the mean center of clll!'Vature for the path or 

the ion in the defiecting channel. To avoid contusion in the 

description or this calculation, the bisectors have been labeled 

E-E' and F....F•, their point of' intersection being designated by O. 

An example of how :m.uch lee..wa;y there is 1.1'l locating the center 

ot aurvatllre t01: the radii, R1, R
2

, R
3 

• • • , ~~ and therefore, how 
' . 

comparatively large an errOl!" ma;y be introduced in the magnitude of 
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¢' =150° 

Vnc =20,000 VOLTS 

FIGURE 10. 

PLOT OF THE ION PATH 
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these radii without affecting the path c:xr the ion, may be seen by 

passing the peneil of a compass with its pivot point located at O, 

through A, B, C, and D. In the plots made, the trace of the pencil 

cannot be distinguished from the path of the ian except for a few 

degrees where the separation is veey slight. Therefore, the path 

of the ion in the deflector may be approximated by a segment ot a 

circle. 

In Figure 11 the center or curvature ot the ion path is shown. 

Labeled A' -D' and A"-D" respeotively are the edges ot the deflector 

and the back side of the dee that farm the deflecting channel. The 

distance between At-A" and nr..nn is the spacing at the entrance and 

ex1.t to the deflector channel as determined from Table 1 • The center 

of curvature of the defiector may- be determined ~ finding a position 

to locate the pivot point of a compass so that the pencil will swing 

through At and D1 • The center of' curvature for the other side of the 

deflecting channel may be located by finding a point to locate the 

pivot of' the compass so that the pencil will pass through A" and D" • 

The center of' curvature of the ion path is shown in Figure 11 as o, 

the center of' curvature or the deflector is shown as o•, and the 

center of the back side of the dee is 0". 
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~ : 170° 
Voc : 15,000 volts 

----+---

FIGURE 12. 

PLOT OF THE ION PATH 
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O' 0 

"'-I..~ 
' o'' 

FIGURE 13 . 

FINAL DEFLECTOR GEOMETRY 
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CONCLUSION 

The results obtained han calculating the path of ions with 

various phases through a channel beginning at either 80 or 90 degrees 

past the dee gap with different potentials on the deflector are 

listed in Table 4. Their respective plots may be found 1n 

Figures 8 through 12. 

In Figures 10, 11, and 12, the effect of varying the phase, 

location or the channel entrance and D.C. bias while holding the 

point of edt from the vacuum chamber comparatively constant may be 

noted. (The ions whose paths are shown in Figures 10, 11, and 12 

have been deflected more than would be required, so that a lesser 

D.C. bias potential may be applied to the deflector.) In Figures 

a, 9, and 10 the effect of varying the bias voltage and location of 

the channel entrance on the exi.t ot the beam hom the vacuum chamber 

for an ion of constant phase is shown. The defiection produced by 

the average deflecting field which mq be obtained fran Table J may 

be checked tor each plot. However, it will be noted that the 

deflecting fields for paths shown in Figures 10, 11, and 12 are 

e8sent1ally the same while there 1s quite a difference between the 

fields for the paths in Figures B, 9, and 10. 

Calculations here are neoessart.l,- of a prelim1Dal7 nature 

p!'eced1ng measurement of the phase of the ions when the maehine 11 in 

operation. The magnetic field should be measured to larger radii and 

the values tor lesser radii checked with those previousl:r taken to 

determine an;r change, which if observed, ma:r affect the future 
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operatian ot the machine. Since the geOIIletry has been determined by' 

mald..ng use of certain aseum.ptiona, e.g. the enera and directian of 

the ions at the cha.rmel entrance, these should be Masured exper1

mentall7• 

It appears, however, traa the infcrmation available at this 

tiMe about the Oregon State College cyclotrCIIl and the deflectors 

already 1n use for other tilted freq,uency cyclotrms, that the final 

deflector geoJil8try may be apprQ.Id.mately that lhown in Figure 13, with 

10,000 volts bias applied to the deflector. ibUe an ic beam aa 

shown in Figure 9 has been brought out from the cyclotron without 

B.1JY bias applied to the deflector, the range obtainable in adjusting 

the electrostatic field by marin the deflector in and out uy not be 

sut't1e1ent to bril'lg the liiUillnul ion beam current poseible out to the 

tuget. For this reason, a deflector v.l.th 10,000 volts D.c. bias 

applied and a channel starting at 90 degrees past the dee gap has 

been suggested • {This is aai'Ulling that the phase of the Jlle&n 1on 

w.l.ll be about 1SO degrees.) The suggested channel entrance and exit 

' widths are 0.21 and 0.42 inch respectively. 'lbe average centers of 

curvatve tw the ion path, the defiector, and the built out side of 

the dee, have been located in Figure 13 as O, 0' and O" respectively. 

~e the problem of deflecting 7.S Mev deuterons has been 

discussed. it uy easily be extended to the detlecti ·Gil of alpha 

particles, since they have approad.mately the same qfm ratie. Protons 

would be expected to be deflected more in the same field since their 

q/m ratio is about halt that for tbe deuteron ease. Howe'Yer, these 



53 VALUIS FOR THE CCMPUTJ.TIONS USED IN PLO'l"l'IOO TBE ION PATHS 

, - 150. 10,000 Volts e ... 9o• ... 1so•v00 • 

Path 
Plotted e R B(R)Ri ¥in Figures 0 

8 and 13 inches degrees Inches Gauss -
21.8 90 16.0 13,870 1.000 

27.0 100 16.0 13,870 1.000 

21.6 110 16.2 13,620 0.998 
21.3 120 16.6 13,660 0.985 
20.1 1.30 17.0 13,440 0.970 
21.0 140 17.7 12,850 0.927 
21.6 150 18.) 12,120 0.875 
20.3 160 19.1 10,900 0.78'7 

24.6 170 20.0 9,000 0.650 
)0.6 180 20.9 7,250 0.523 

, - 150. e - eo• • 140• 'oo- o 
Path B~R)e R B(R)RiPlotted in 
Figure 9 0 

inches degrees inehes Gauss ... 
19.8 80 16.0 13,870 1.000 

20.2 90 16.0 13,870 1.000 

20.2 100 16.15 13,800 0.998 
20.2 no 16.4 13,660 0.986 

19.6 1,20 16.7 13,610 0.983 
19.6 130 17.2 13,300 0.960 

19.8 140 17.7 12,8)0 0.927 
18.1 150 18.2 12,260 0.865 
20.0 160 18.9 11,100 0.802 

21.3 170 19.4 10,400 0.7)0 

26.7 160 20.1 8,300 0.600 

36.8 190 21.0 6,000 0.435 
Tabl.e 4 
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fl- 150. 'nc • 20,000 Volta 9 - 90•• 150. 

Path 
Ri e R B(R) !i& 

Plotted in B 
Figure 10 0 

inches degrees inches Gauss -
23.4 90 16.0 13,.870 1.000 

23.5 100 16.0 1.3,870 1.000 

23.1 110 16.3 1.3,780 0.995 
23.4 120 16.7 13,610 0.983 
22.0 1.30 17.3 13,230 0.955 
22.,3 140 17 ·9 12,640 0.913 
21.5 150 18.6 11,720 0.846 
22.7 160 19.5 9,150 0.705 
)0.4 170 20.5 1,300 0.)26 

49.3 180 21.8 4,500 0.325 

¢- 160. VDC • 10,000 Volts Q - so• - 14o• 
Path !QU9 R B(R)RiPlotted in B 
Figure 11 0 

inches degrees inches Gauss 
22.0 80 16.0 13,870 1.000 

2t.8 90 16.1 13,840 0.999 
20.2 100 16.35 13,760 0.994 
19.9 110 16.6 13,660 0.985 
20.6 120 17.0 13,450 0.910 
20.6 130 17.5 13,060 0.943 
21.3 140 18.2 12,260 0.885 
20.0 150 18.9 11,100 0.802 

24.0 160 19.7 7,100 0.5t3 
31.2 170 20.6 4,)00 0-.315 

Table 4 (Continued) 



Sl - 170° 1$,000 Volts, e - 90• - 1so•v00 • 

Path 
Plotted in Ri 9 R B(R) ¥
Figure 12 0 

inches degrees inches Gauss -
90 16.0 13,869 1.000 

100 16.1 1),840 0.999 
110 16.3 13,780 0.995 
120 16.6$ 13,635 0.984 
130 17.20 13,.304 0.960 
140 17.8 12,760 0.920 
1$0 18.6 11,720 0.846 
160 19.4 10,400 0.7)0 
170 20.) 7,2$0 0.$23 
180 21.) $,500 0.396 

Table 4 (Continued) 



:r be defiected with the ... re . tzy, approxlaately. b7 some 

cCIIIblnation of a deoreued b1a1 Tolta and a ld.der apacl in 

the channel. In any case, experlant will be more Tal ble than 

theory in det rmt.lling exactly the t1nal defiect.ica cond1 tJ.ona. 
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